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FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. Guidelines 
 
1. Focus group composition. Director Generals of the regional departments and PSOD were 
requested by IED to designate 10 staff members to participate that have been involved in the preparation 
of completion reports, ideally representing the major sectors. IED requested participation by 2 PAU Heads, 
4 HQ international staff (at least 1 IS from the front office, 2 HQ national staff and 2 staff assigned in 
resident mission. 
 
2. Format and approach. The focus group discussion (FGD), which will last for a maximum of one 
hour and thirty minutes, has three key points for discussion. The FGD facilitator will explain the timing 
of the process. He/she will encourage open discussion but request that each participant keep points brief 
and on topic and respect the voice of other participants.  
 
3. Introduction of participants. Each participant will share how long they have been in ADB and 
their experience with project completion reports (PCRs) or extended annual review reports (XARRS).  
 
4. Discussion of the three key questions. Each question will be introduced one by one and the FGD 
facilitator will ask a participant to start the discussion. To keep the time for each question, at the same 
time open, any points raised outside the topic can be raised during the last part of the discussion (other 
comments or suggestions).  
 
5. Discussion of other important points raised outside the key questions. The FGD facilitator will 
start with any points that had been raised but not covered under the three key questions. Other follow-
up questions and specific questions for entry-level international staff are also provided to guide the 
discussion.  
 
B. Key Questions 

 
6. The emerging findings from document review highlight the availability and quality of data as a 
main weakness affecting reliability.  

a. From your experience, do you agree or not? 
b. What good practices have you seen where data is high quality? What are the constraints? 

 
7. Does the self-evaluation process work as a system?  

a. What parts of the system work well? 
b. What parts of the system do not work well? 
c. What part of the system is most important for incorporating lessons in follow-on phases? 
d. (For PSOD FGD) How does the self-evaluation process work in PSOD as a system? 

 
8. What are the incentives and impediments to conducting high quality self-evaluations? 

a. Example of incentives - training and mentoring for learning, recognition of authorship, 
pathway to involvement in sector activities, etc. 

b. Example of impediments - no time allocated to write PCR/XARRs, focus of incentives is 
on design. 

 
9. What other comments or suggestions do you have about the self-evaluation system? 
 
10. Follow-up questions, if needed: 

a. What are the processes for review and quality checking of self-assessments (back-to-
office reports, midterm review reports, PCR/XARRs)? Can these be improved? How? 

b. In your experience, what types of lessons are most important for future design? 
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11. Questions for technical international staff (Levels 1 to 4): 

a. Were you properly orientated, supervised and mentored during the preparation of the 
report? 

b. What are the key challenges in preparing the reports? In particular, where did you source 
the data and how did you verify its quality? 

c. Do you feel that involvement in preparing the PCR/XAAR was valuable to your career 
development? 

 
C. Summary 
 
10. The evaluation team conducted a series of focus group discussions to review the strengths and 
weaknesses of ADB’s project self-evaluation system and how to improve it. A total of 42 ADB staff from 
ADB headquarters and resident missions across the regional departments and the Private Sector 
Operations Department participated in the focus group discussions, which were conducted over 9–16 
December 2019.  
 
Central and West Asia Department (CWRD) 
 
11. CWRD has a well-defined process for adhering to ADB’s self-evaluation system. Project 
completion report (PCR) preparation—which takes between 6 months and 1 year—is typically initiated 
when a project is physically closed. It is undertaken by new staff to improve their understanding of ADB’s 
internal processes. Focus group discussion participants recognized that it is not easy to be critical of the 
work done by their own department 
 
12. The participants generally agreed that the PCR is a learning tool. However, the focus on ratings 
reduces the usefulness of PCRs in generating lessons. The availability of documentary evidence greatly 
influences the quality of the PCRs, with the participants underscoring the importance of having good 
quality midterm review reports (MTRs), back-to-office reports (BTORs), and aide memoire since these 
documents are crucial archived sources of information. However, many of the lessons are embedded in 
the entire process of project design and implementation itself so the sharing of tacit knowledge is also a 
critical part of disseminating lessons learned among ADB project officers, government staff and other 
relevant stakeholders. 
 
13. The role of PCRs in mobilizing and generating lessons is reduced by the unavailability and 
unreliability of data for monitoring the design and monitoring framework (DMF). The participants noted 
that DMF indicators are sometimes ambitious and difficult to measure and the process for revising DMF 
targets in parallel with changes in project inputs and circumstances was cumbersome. Data were usually 
available for social sector projects, policy-based loans, and finance interventions, but less often for 
financial intermediary loans. Where a country values data monitoring and has good institutions that 
produce data, the data are likely to be available and reliable. 
 
14. To enhance the quality of PCRs and their contribution to generating and disseminating lessons, 
the participants recommended that ADB should: (i) allow a member of staff from the executing agency 
to be embedded in the PCR team to improve both the access to and the accuracy of data and to enhance 
the capacity of governments to produce PCRs with useful lessons; (ii) ensure that DMF preparation is 
guided by a good quality aide memoire in different sectors and subsectors; (iii) provide executing 
agencies with the PCR template at the outset so they are aware of the data requirements; (iv) use both 
new staff and seasoned staff to prepare PCRs; and (v) revisit the timing of PCR preparation, especially for 
projects that have a long gestation period such as policy-based loans and multitranche financing facilities. 
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East Asia Department (EARD) 
 
15. EARD’s focus group discussion participants were of the view that ADB’s self-evaluation system 
for projects tends to assign greater emphasis on portfolio performance over tracking results through 
effective data collection. Given the many competing requirements for project implementation, complying 
with the data monitoring requirements of DMFs usually takes a backseat to requirements relating to 
contracts, disbursement, and safeguards. 
 
16. Project performance monitoring systems (PPMS) are rarely established and/or maintained in EARD 
projects, which is a key constraint on data reliability and overall PCR quality. The likelihood that PPMSs 
will be established diminishes if the capacity of executing agencies for data collection and monitoring is 
weak and if ADB staff leave the project during the long implementation period. The poor design of DMFs 
is another key challenge and participants noted that DMF indicators are sometimes poorly selected and 
their data sources are usually not properly identified. If mechanisms for DMF monitoring are already in 
place during approval and implementation, data are likely to be available and can be used to justify 
ratings, the participants stressed. 
 
17. Although the PCR is a source of knowledge, the participants noted that it is not sufficient for 
achieving the goal of mobilizing lessons and must be supplemented by other mechanisms such as 
knowledge products. EARD has identified PCRs that can be transformed into knowledge products. 
Because a PCR is text-heavy and boring, the front office is rewriting PCRs into knowledge products that 
can be used to disseminate lessons and recommendations. The participants also underscored the 
importance of tacit knowledge as lessons accumulate throughout the project cycle and not just during 
the PCR stage.  
 
18. The participants identified the following incentives or mechanisms to improve ADB’s self-
evaluation system at the project level: (i) identifying data sources for DMF indicators as early as the design 
stage to ensure data availability; (ii) assigning a deputy team leader for the processing of new projects 
who can share lessons learned from past projects; and (iii) conducting PCR training for ADB staff to avoid 
overreliance on consultants. 
 
Pacific Department (PARD) 
 
19. ADB’s project self-evaluation system does not lend itself to the dissemination and application of 
lessons learned into future projects, in the view of participants from PARD. This is mainly because of the 
system’s emphasis on accountability over learning. The PCR underscores the accountability aspect, 
particularly in procurement. However, ADB does not have any formal structure or mandate to reflect 
lessons in PCRs.  
 
20. The limited role ascribed to staff who implemented projects in processing new projects also 
hinders the mobilization of learning from previous ADB projects. Although a self-evaluation system is in 
place in principle, ADB staff who prepared a project may eventually leave without seeing a project to 
completion. 
 
21. Unavailable and unreliable data for monitoring DMFs is a critical flaw of ADB’s self-evaluation 
system for projects. Poor-quality DMFs and the fact that project processing, designing, and implementing 
teams often change, contributes to the difficulty of collecting data. One issue arises when resident 
missions take over projects that are processed by headquarters and are already halfway through 
implementation. The PPMS is used mainly to track physical progress and disbursement of funds rather 
than to monitor DMF indicators. The participants noted that there was no regular monitoring of progress 
against DMF indicators. DMFs are usually only revisited during the PCR preparation and project staff 
usually start looking for data when that stage is reached. 
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22. To ensure that ADB’s self-evaluation system promotes learning, PARD staff suggested that ADB 
should: (i) undertake PCR training, especially for new staff; (ii) incorporate impact evaluations into PCRs 
as a form of value addition; (iii) monitor DMFs at regular intervals throughout the project cycle; (iv) 
encourage candor in PCRs’ discussion of the causes of project failure; and (v) disseminate learning from 
ADB projects to governments. 
 
Private Sector Operations Department (PSOD) 
 
23. The self-evaluation process for nonsovereign operations varies from sovereign operations in 
terms of the triggers, data collection methods, and clients, participants from PSOD stressed. Early 
operating maturities—which differ depending on implementation issues or the cooperativeness of a 
client—serve as the basis or trigger for determining whether a nonsovereign operations project is due 
for its extended annual review (XARR), which is the equivalent of a PCR for sovereign projects. In 
preparing XARRs, PSOD uses its Private Investment Securities Management System (PRISMS), a database 
it developed in 2004 to collect financial and nonfinancial information on its investment funds. XARR data 
are hard to collect, especially for prepaid transactions.  
 
24. PSOD selects clients that are already performing financially well rather than on their potential for 
development results. Clients’ limited awareness of DMF monitoring requirements, and the greater 
emphasis on accountability rather than learning, adversely affect the reliability of the data presented in 
XARRs. DMF monitoring requirements are sometimes not communicated to clients since DMFs are 
included in reports and recommendations of the Presidents (RRPs) but not in loan documents. The 
capacity of clients to report on progress against indicators varies. Small clients may not have staff 
dedicated to data monitoring. Preparing an annual report, for instance, may cost small clients significant 
resources, if they are to recruit consultants. The participants suggested that both the DMF and the design 
of the XARR need to be re-examined to account for the gap between the data that are available and data 
that are required by PSOD.  
 
25. The participants viewed the XARR as an accountability tool rather than as a mechanism for 
learning. In addition to the volume of XARRs to be prepared, ADB does not have a database of lessons 
learned, unlike for sovereign operations. Since PSOD is a financier and does not design projects, the 
learning from ADB’s nonsovereign operations is mainly about implementation rather than design. The 
participants added that the XARRs’ lessons learned are already applied into their day-to-day operations. 
 
26. To improve the self-evaluation system for nonsovereign operations, the participants suggested 
that ADB should: (i) involve PSOD in revising XARR guidelines; (ii) enforce greater accountability among 
clients since at present they are not required to prepare completion reports, unlike governments involved 
in sovereign operations; and (iii) consider replacing the XARR with PSOD’s ex ante monitoring system 
that it is currently developing. 
 
South Asia Department (SARD) 
 
27. ADB’s self-evaluation system for projects is limited by the poor quality of government PCRs and 
the amount of resources allocated to PCR preparation among sector divisions and resident missions. The 
government PCR, which is usually ADB’s primary data source for preparing its own PCR, tends to lack 
data and overall quality. Nearly half of SARD’s projects do not have a government PCR. Moreover, data 
are not properly turned over because of the high turnover in government agencies and in ADB.  
 
28. Some resident missions or sector divisions recruit consultants for PCR preparation, while others 
prepare PCRs by themselves. Since a number of projects are typically delegated to resident missions 
during implementation, resident mission staff prepare the PCRs.  
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29. SARD participants viewed the PCR as an accountability tool more than as a mechanism for 
promoting learning, since it is focused on ratings. The lessons identified in the PCR had been already 
uncovered during preparation and applied during implementation, according to the participants. The 
learning function of PCRs deals mostly with helping new staff understand ADB’s processes. The project 
requirements, feedback to project design, and evaluation criteria can be learned from the PCR 
preparation. 
 
30. ADB’s overall self-evaluation system, according to SARD’s focus group discussion participants, 
can be improved by: (i) waiting for the government PCR before ADB initiates the preparation of its own 
PCR; (ii) conducting PCR training that focuses on how projects should be designed from an evaluation 
perspective; and (iii) strengthening the link between the processing and implementation of projects. 
 
Southeast Asia Department (SERD) 
 
31. The lack of a reliable and accessible repository of project documents and data; the timing and 
budget constraints on PCR preparation; and the generic lessons and recommendations contained in many 
PCRs undermine ADB’s self-evaluation system for projects. These factors also hamper data collection and 
the incorporation of lessons into new projects.  
 
32. The participants said that 90% of PCR teams are not the same teams who processed and/or 
implemented projects. This highlights the need for processing and implementation teams to ensure that 
project data and relevant reports (e.g., back-to-office reports, aide memoires, and memoranda of 
understanding) are complete, properly stored or digitized, and available to PCR teams. It is also best to 
define data collection requirements at the early stage of PCR preparation. PCR data collection can become 
difficult if done after completion and when project implementation units have demobilized.  Data 
requirements should include identifying the persons responsible (executing agencies, consultants, ADB 
staff) and alternative data sources in case of deficiencies. To ensure data collection, clear responsibility 
should be given to specific EA staff or included in PCR consultants’ terms of reference. Completing results 
data is usually a challenge, which can be avoided by having clear, realistic, and measurable DMF 
indicators, and ensuring timely conduct of baseline and end-of-project studies. Poor or unclear selection 
of indicators can also make data collection difficult. The methodology used to derive DMF indicators 
should be clearly explained in the Project Administration Manual or relevant project 
documents.  Whenever project administration is transferred to a different team, a briefing should be 
organized to clarify performance targets and indicators, if necessary.  
 
33. The participants also noted that PCRs should be promoted more as a learning tool for future 
projects. While PCRs rightly focus on projects’ successes and failures, lessons and recommendations tend 
to be generic. It is often difficult to integrate lessons and/or recommendations into immediate pipelines, 
presumably due to their lack of clarity/robustness, the lack of incentives for project processing teams to 
even consult PCR findings, the differences in modality or design, or the timing of PCR preparation.  
 
34. SERD’s FGD participants identified the following incentives or mechanisms to improve ADB’s self-
evaluation system at the project level: (i) ADB should use better IT solutions to improve data repository; 
(ii) quality assurance mechanisms of the PCR preparation process should be strengthened by exploring, 
for instance, a departmental PCR learning and review meeting to review PCR quality and lessons before 
Board circulation; and  (iii) the PCR template should be used as the MOU template during the MTR 
mission.  
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